
SECTION-A

Note: Very Short  Answer type questions. Attempt 
any 15 parts.   (15x2=30)

Q.1 a) What  is a two port network?

 b) Draw an unbalanced network.

 c) What is a Lattice network?

 d) Define propagation constant.

 e) Attenuation is expressed in _______.

 f) What is image impedance?

 g) Define reflection coefficient.

 h) Define a decibel.

 i) Draw a Low pass filter.

 j) What are secondary constants of a 
transmission line?
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 k) What is a stub?

 l) Define SWR.

 m) What is an infinite line?

 n) What are applications of filters?

 o) Represent a Band stop filter.

 p) In a constant K. filter,

   K=______

 q) Define cut-off frequency.

 r) Define characteristic impedance.

SECTION-B 

Note: Short answer type questions. Attempt any 
ten parts   10x4=40

Q.2 i) Differentiate between Symmetrical and 
Asymmetrical Network.

 ii)  What is a bridge network?

 iii) What is image transfer constant, 
calculate it for an Asymmetrical 
Network.

 iv) Show how half section is derived from 
T-section?
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 v) Define maximum power transfer 
theorem.

 vi) Draw a L-type Attenuator.

 vii) Explain in brief the applications of 
attenuators.

 viii) Show how decibel and neper are 
related.

 ix) Represent a Band Pass and Band Stop 
Filter.

 x) What are proto type filters?

 xi) What are merits of crystal filters?

 xii) Design a low pass T-section filter having 
a design impedance Ro=500 ohms and 
cut-off frequency 2 KH .Z

 xiii) Define all primary constants of a 
transmission line.

 xiv) What is reflection in transmission line, 
show the relation of reflection coefficient 
and characteristics impedance.

 xv) Write a note on single stub matching.
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SECTION-C 

Note: Long answer type questions. Attempt any 
three questions.   3x10=30

Q.3 A line working at frequency of 1kH  has Z

R=60W/km, G = 1m�mHo/Km., L=4mH/K.m 

a n d  C = 0 . 5 m F / K m . C a l c u l a t e  i t s  

characteristics impedance and propagation 
constant.

Q.4 Explain in detail m-derived filters. Why there 
are needed?

Q.5 Design a Symmetrical T-Attenuator after 
calculating all its important parameters.

Q.6 A symmetrical P-� network has series arm 

impedance of 200ohms and shunt arm 
impedance of 600 ohms. Calculate its 
characteristic impedance and propagation 
constant.

Q.7 Write short notes on following:

 (i) Ladder Network.

 (ii) Concept of iterative impedance.
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